### FLASHING BEACON WITH WARNING SIGN ON W 6 x 9 BEAM

**NOTES:**

1. See Standard Drawing E 802-SNGP-03 through -05 for breakaway details and dimensions. Use beam size W 6 x 9.

2. The fuse plate shall be 6 in. below the lowest fastener of the sign. Fuse plate shall be used on both the front and back sides.
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CONDUIT DETAIL

Detector Housing
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Drill 1 1/4" Ø Hole, Insert Rubber Grommet & Seal w/ Silicone, Insert 1" Ø Conduit Into Grommet.
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Silicone, Insert 1" Ø Conduit Into Grommet.

DETAIL A
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NOTES:
2. See Standard Drawing E 805-SGCF-03 for Foundation Type A.
NOTES:

2. See Standard Drawing E 805-SGCF-03 for Foundation Type A.